ABSTRACT Screen content coding (SCC) significantly improves the screen content compression efficiency over the high efficient video coding but at the cost of extremely huge computational complexity. The flexible quad-tree coding unit (CU) partitioning structure and the newly-introduced SCC intra modes are largely responsible for the high computational complexity. In order to meet the challenge of huge computational complexity of SCC, we propose an efficient CU and prediction unit (PU) decision based on neural network (NN) and gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) for SCC intra prediction. The proposed efficient SCC intra prediction algorithm contains three stages, including NN-based CU classification model, efficient PU mode decision based on classification (EPMD), and efficient CU size decision based on GLCM and spatiotemporal correlations (ECSD). Consequently, the computational complexity of SCC intra prediction can be drastically reduced by replacing the brute-force search with EPMD and ECSD to decide the optimal combination of CU size and PU mode. In addition, an online updating method of weighted factor is introduced to cope with different characteristics of test sequences. In order to achieve a good tradeoff between complexity reduction and rate distortion (RD) performance, extensive experiments are conducted to select the optimal threshold for ECSD. The experimental results show that in comparison with the original SCC reference software, the proposed algorithm can reduce 49.33% intra coding time with 1.36% BDBR increase and 0.13 dB BDPSNR decrease. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm outperforms eight state-ofthe-art algorithms in terms of computational complexity reduction and RD performance.
performance gain is at the expense of extremely encoding complexity. As the consequence, for real-time applications of SCC, a considerable challenge is reduction of the computational overhead with negligible rate distortion performance degradation.
As the prior efforts, many low complexity encoding methods have been proposed to speed up HEVC intra coding [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The basic idea of these works is to predict the combination of CU depth and intra prediction mode for a Coding Tree Unit (CTU), instead of the exhaustive rate distortion optimization (RDO) search. In general, the existing HEVC fast algorithms can be classified into two categories: heuristic [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and machine learning-based algorithms [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In heuristic algorithms, the statistical information of some intermediate features is utilized to early skip/terminate (ES/ET) the unnecessary CU checking [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In order to speed up the process of CU decision, Zhang et al. [19] proposed a fast HEVC intra coding algorithm based on a statistical model, in which the spatial CU depth correlation was utilized to predict the optimal CU depth range, and a simple RDO model was utilized to early terminate the process of CU partition. In [20] , an effective CU depth decision method was proposed, in which the texture complexity and temporal adjacent CUs were utilized to predict the optimal depth range. Chen et al. [21] proposed a fast CU partitioning method based on motion and texture features, in which the statistical information of spatiotemporal adjacent CUs was used to predict the CU depth range. Zupancic et al. [22] proposed a novel CU depth decision scheme, in which CUs could be adaptively checked in reverse from bottom to top, and the coding information of high depth level was used to skip the RDO process of low depth level. Cho and Kim [23] proposed a CU partitioning and pruning algorithm based on the features of full and simplified rate distortion costs (RDC). In addition to optimize the CU partition decision, many heuristic algorithms [24] [25] [26] [27] have been proposed to speed up the process of prediction mode decision. In [24] , Wang and Siu proposed a simplified intra prediction mode selection algorithm based on statistical analyses of the reference samples, in which each prediction unit (PU) can adaptively choose the optimal mode from three candidates (1, 19 , and 35 modes). Zhang and Ma [25] proposed an efficient CU and PU decision algorithm based on RDC and Hadamard cost . Lee et al. [26] proposed an early skip mode decision algorithm, in which the RDC of merge mode was used to early skip the unnecessary mode decision processes. Li et al. [27] proposed a HEVC inter mode decision algorithm where the RDC of skip/merge inter mode and parent CU mode were utilized to speed up the process of prediction mode selection.
The algorithms belonging to the second category are developed based on machine learning [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . These algorithms utilize machine learning tools from extensive data to generalize the rules of HEVC encoder, instead of the exhaustive RDO search. For example, Zhang et al. [28] proposed a fast intra CU partitioning method which was based on an offline ES model and an online ET model. Zhang et al. [29] utilized texture gradient feature to reduce the number of intra candidates, and developed a CU size early decision model based on SVM. Liu et al. [30] established a SVM-based fast CU depth decision model by jointly utilizing the texture and direction features. Hu and Yang [31] proposed a Bayesian decision-based intra mode decision method, in which outlier information and transform coefficients were used to establish the decision model. Lim et al. [32] proposed a Bayesian decision-based PU early decision method, in which Hadmard cost was used as a key feature. Chen and Yu [33] established a Bayesian-based online learning CU depth decision model to guide the partition process of current CU. In [34] , a CNN based CU depth decision method was proposed to speed up the intra coding. Liu et al. [35] implemented a hardwired intra encoder in which CNN is used for CU depth decision.
In conclusion, the above algorithms are sophisticatedly developed for HEVC codecs and achieve a good tradeoff between computational complexity and encoding performance. However, these algorithms do not consider the unique characteristics of SCC. Unlike traditional CCV, SCV usually contains repetitive texture, large homogeneous areas, and limited distinct colors, which cause the above algorithms inefficient. Moreover, it is necessary to consider the computational overhead caused by the newly-introduced SCC tools. Actually, there are several attempts on this problem [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Zhang et al. [36] proposed a fast SCC intra coding block partitioning method based on information entropy and coding bits. Yang et al. [37] proposed a statistical learning-based fast SCC intra coding algorithm, in which two decision tree classifiers were utilized to speed up CU partition and prediction mode decision. In [38] , Tsang et al. proposed a fast SCC intra mode decision algorithm, in which the conventional modes and IBC mode checking of homogeneous CU was early skipped. In [39] , Lei et al. proposed a fast SCC intra coding method which included two stage strategies. For natural content CUs, IBC and PLT mode are removed from candidates, when DC or Planar mode is the best intra rough modes. For screen content CUs, a rank-based strategy is introduced to terminate CUs partition decision. Laude and Ostermann [40] utilized the coding information of the colocated CU in reference frame to guide the current CU encoding . Zhang et al. [41] used the temporal correlation between CUs to determine the CU depth, and then employed adaptive search to speed up the block matching process in IBC. In [42] , decision tree classifiers were utilized to classified CUs into two types (natural video CU or screen content CU), then different coding strategies were adopted according to the type of CU. In [43] , a statistical learning-based fast intra prediction method was proposed to reduce the encoding complexity of SCC intra encoder. Firstly, a decision tree-based classifier is employed to speed up the CU partitioning decision. Then, another classifier is designed to simplify the process of intra mode selection. Kuang et al. [44] proposed a fast intra prediction mode decision method, in which the Bayesian decision was utilized to skip the unnecessary modes checking.
Although these algorithms achieve better performance for SCV over the traditional algorithm, the SCC compression performance can be further improved duo to following reasons: 1) Different low complexity optimization methods need to be explored according to the video content, and machine learning-based algorithms can be employed to improve the classification accuracy; 2) The fast coding method should consider to reasonably skip the newly-introduced tools which can efficiently reduce the computational overhead caused by unnecessary IBC and PLT checking; 3) Fast CU partition and PU mode decision strategies could be jointly utilized for achieving more reduction of computational complexity since they are the main source of encoding complexity.
In this paper, we propose an efficient CU and PU decision algorithm based on Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) for intra prediction of SCC. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) A BPNN-based CU classification method is utilized to classify CUs into screen content CUs (SCCUs) and camera-captured content CUs (CCCUs). 2) Different fast PU mode decision methods are adopted according to the statistical properties of CCCUs and SCCUs. 3) An efficient CU depth decision method based on GLCM and spatiotemporal correlations is proposed to reduce the computational complexity of SCC intra prediction. 4) An online updating method of weighted factor is proposed to cope with different characteristics of test sequences. 5) In order to achieve a good trade-off between complexity reduction and rate distortion (RD) performance, extensive experiments are conducted to select the optimal threshold for ECSD. 6) The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve significant computational complexity reduction while maintaining the same coding efficiency. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introductions the motivation and statistical analyses of SCC intra prediction. Section III describes the proposed efficient CU and PU decision algorithm based on BPNN and GLCM for intra prediction of SCC. Section IV gives the experimental results and discussions. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. MOTIVATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS A. OVERVIEW OF SCC INTRA PREDICTION
As the extension standard of HEVC, SCC inherits the recursive quad-tree CU decision structure and multiple angles intra prediction from HEVC [45] , as shown in Fig. 1 . A CTU can be recursively partitioned into CUs from the depth of 0 to the depth of 3, where the CU size corresponds to from 64×64 to 8×8. In SCC intra prediction, a CU can be further split into one or two PUs, which is conceptually the PU mode with 2N×2N or N×N. For each PU, the optimal intra prediction mode can be selected from 37 candidate intra modes, which include 35 traditional modes and 2 SCC modes (IBC and PLT mode). These two newly-introduced intra modes improve the compression efficiency but at the cost of extremely huge computation complexity. In order to reduce the number of candidates for complex RDO search, Rough Mode Decision (RMD) is employed to select a candidate modes subset from 35 traditional HEVC intra modes. Furtherly, in the process of Residual Quad-tree Transform (RTQ) [44] , the SCC supports three Transform Unit (TU) sizes, i.e., 8×8, 16×16 and 32×32. Finally, the optimal combination of depth and mode for a CTU is determined by the RDO search. In SCC intra prediction, the RDO search can be described as
where {d * , p * } is a combination of optimal CU depth and prediction mode, D indicates the set of four CU depths in SCC, P represents the set of 37 candidate intra prediction modes, J (d, p) is the RD cost function under the combination {d,p} [39] . It can be calculated by
where λ is a parameter related to Quantization Parameter (QP), R(d, p) is the bit consumption under the combination {d, p}, and D(d, p) is the distortion between original and reconstructed CUs under the combination {d, p}. In summary, there are two main loops of SCC intra prediction, which are the optimal CU size decision and the best intra mode selection. They are basically determined by the brute-force recursive RDO, which is extremely complex. This is the major motivation of this work in which redundant RD cost calculations (unnecessary CU depth and intra mode checking) are removed to reduce the encoding complexity.
B. STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF SCC INTRA PREDICTION
The quad-tree structure traverses all CU depths and selects the one with the minimum RDC, which is the major source of computational complexity in SCC intra encoder. In order to explore a time-efficient CU size decision approach, we analyze the CU depth level distribution and encoding time of each depth level for different SCC standard video sequences. Four SCC sequences with different video contents and resolutions are tested under four QPs (22, 27, 32 and 40) . Specially, Map, WebBrowsing and Programming are SCV sequences, while Kimono is CCV sequence. Table 1 shows the distribution of CU depth level for four test sequences, where DL0 to DL3 indicate depth level 0 to depth level 3. We have three important observations as follows:
1) The distribution of CU depth varies with video content. More concretely, the SCV sequences are small size CU dominated, where the percentages of DL2 and DL3 CUs are more than 90%. For CCV sequence, the low depth level CUs, e.g., DL0, possess very small proportion. These results show that the video content is an important factor that affects CU depth decision. 2) The CU depth distribution also is effected by the texture complexity of test sequences. For some sequences with many complex texture regions, e.g., Mapand Programming, the possibility of DL3 is significantly more than that of homogeneous sequences. The reason is that the encoder tends to code the complex texture regions with smaller size CU leading to less distortions.
3) The average distribution of CU depth from DL0 to DL3 are 1.45%, 10.90%, 21.51% and 66.14%, respectively. The last two CU depths are selected as the optimal depth for most CUs, especially in small QPs. Furtherly, the average encoding time of each CU depth level under different QPs is shown as Fig. 2 . It can be seen that 9.20%, 16.60%, 23.20% and 49.14% of intra encoding time are costed by DL0, DL1, DL2 and DL3, respectively. Clearly, the encoding time increases as the CU depth level raises. Suppose that the CU depth can be precisely predicted and mode prediction processes on other depth are all bypassed, the complexity redundancy (CR) of intra CU decision is defined as
where i is the depth of CU, R i is the ratio of the CUs with i as the optimal depth, ET i is the time cost ratio of the CUs at depth i. The CR for different test sequences under four QPs are shown in Table 2 . The CRs are ranged from 44.61% to 69.37%, 60.92% on average. In other words, in SCC intra CU size decision, there are 60.92% computational complexities can be reduced without any RD performance degradation. In addition, we also statistically analyze the distribution of intra prediction modes under different QPs, as shown in Table 3 . Obviously, the distribution of intra modes vary from CU depth levels. These two newly-introduced modes (IBC and PLT mode) are more likely to be selected as the optimal intra prediction mode for small size CUs. On the contrary, the possibility of selecting traditional intra prediction modes is higher than the newly-introduced modes, especially at small CU depth levels. Traditional intra modes are applicable to code the large-size CUs with flat and uniform texture, while IBC and PLT mode are more suitable for CUs with discontinuous tones and fewer colors. If SCC encoder can adaptively select the best intra prediction mode according to the video content, the computational complexity can be significantly reduced by skipping RDC calculations of the unnecessary prediction modes.
III. EFFICIENT CU AND PU DECISION BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK AND GLCM FOR INTRA-PREDICTION OF SCC A. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Based on the analyses in Section II-B, SCC intra prediction varies from video content and texture complexity. Therefore, we proposed an efficient CU and PU decision method based on BPNN and GLCM for intra prediction of SCC, as shown in Fig. 3 . The proposed method contains three stages including BPNN-based CU classification (BBCC), efficient CU size decision based on GLCM (ECSD) and efficient PU mode decision based on classification (EPMD). GLCM and BPNN are utilized to evaluate the texture complexity and video content, respectively. According to the type of video content, CUs are classified into two classes (SCCUs and CCCUs) by BBCC. Then, at the second stage CU size decision, GLCM and spatiotemporal correlations are utilized to guide the process of CU size decision. In addition, at the third stage PU mode decision, RDC calculations of unnecessary prediction modes can be adaptively bypassed. Compared with online training, the offline training model has the advantages of diversity training samples and no extra time consumption during the encoding process. Therefore, the offline training model is widely employed in fast coding algorithm [28] , [30] , [34] , [35] , [42] , [43] . In this paper, BPNN-based CU classification model is obtained by off-line training. Details of BBCC, ESCD and EPDM are presented as follows.
B. BPNN-BASED SCC CU CLASSIFICATION MODEL
Different from the CCV, the SCV usually contains mixed content made up of text, graphics, animation and cameracaptured content. According to the statistical analyses in Section II-B, traditional HEVC intra prediction modes are applicable to predict larger CUs with flat and uniform texture. IBC and PLT mode are more suitable for CUs with discontinuous tones and fewer colors. In this paper, the CU predicted full using traditional intra mode is defined as CCCU, while the SCCU is defined as the CU coded only using the newlyintroduced modes (IBC and PLT) or a mixture of Intra and SCC modes. In this section, we establish a BPNN classifier to classify CUs into two types (CCCU and SCCU) according to several representative features.
This work is devoted to speed up the SCC intra encoder, the features selection should consider the following rules.
(1) The computational complexity of selected features need be as low as possible to reduce the time cost of feature extraction. (2) The number of selected features should be small to reduce the encoding complexity of the classification stage. (3) The selected features need be as descriptive as possible to distinguish different categories. In addition, according to the analyses in Section II-B, the SCC intra prediction varies from the texture complexity and video content. Therefore, three features are selected for training the proposed BPNN classifiers, and they are presented as follows.
1) To accurately evaluate the texture of CU, the texture complexity is selected as one feature, and defined as
where is the pixels block of current CU, W and H are the width and height of current CU, p(i, j) is the luminance component of the pixel at (i, j) and p(i, j) is the mean luminance component of the eight adjacent pixels of the pixel at (i, j), respectively. 2) In [44] , the corner point is utilized to roughly classify a frame image into texture areas and pictorial areas based VOLUME 6, 2018 on a manual extraction threshold. In this paper, the corner point ratio is selected as one feature, and the classification threshold can be automatically selected by machine learning, rather than manual extraction. The corner point ratio can be calculated by
where W and H are the width and height of current CU, N is the number of corner point in the current CU. In this paper, N is calculated by the Shi-Tomasi corner point detection method, which is implemented based on the OpenCV2.4.9 function goodFeatureToTrack.
3) It is known that the distribution of pixel luminance values are centered in the CCV, while the pixel luminance values are decentralized in the SCV. Therefore, the number of different luminance values in the current CU is also selected as one feature for training classifiers.
Considering the difference in training complexity of neural networks for different CU depth levels (DL0, DL1 and DL2), we design three different BPNN structures. They are made up of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. In particular, the only difference between them is the number of neurons in hidden layer. The neuron number in the hidden layer corresponding to 64×64 CUs, 32×32 CUs, and 16×16 CUs are 16, 22, and 30, respectively. The training samples are obtained by 35 frames of WebBrowsing and 30 frames of Kimono1. In addition, the maximum number of iterations and target error rate are set as 5000 and 0.01, respectively.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed classification model, we statistically analyzed the prediction accuracy of classifiers for different sizes CU, as shown in Table 4 . For different sizes CU, the prediction accuracy is from 92.89% to 94.09%, and the average is 93.37%. Therefore, we can come to the conclusion that the proposed BPNN-based CU classification model can accurately classify CUs into SCCU and CCCU. 
C. EFFICIENT PU MODE DECISION BASED ON CLASSIFICATION
In SCC intra prediction, IBC and PLT mode, the newlyintroduced prediction modes, aim to improve the coding efficiency of SCV. However, they are inefficient and extremely time-consuming for compressing the CCV which has different properties from the screen content [39] . The CCV can be efficiently predicted by traditional HEVC intra prediction modes. In order to further explore the characteristic difference between SCV and CCV, we collected the optimal intra prediction modes for SCV and CCV, as shown in Table 5 . In the Table 5 , A is the mode set {IBC,PLT}, B is the mode set {DC,Planar, Horizontal,Vertical,intra18,intra34}, and C is the set of other intra modes, respectively. It can be observed from the Table 5 that 97.56% and 2.44% of SCCUs select the optimal intra prediction mode from A ∪ B and C, respectively. By contrast, 1.52% and 98.48% of CCCUs select the best intra mode from A and B ∪ C, respectively. What the reasons may be: 1) For the SCCUs, their directions are dominated by vertical and horizontal modes. A large number of their optimal intra prediction mode can be covered by a subset containing Horizontal, Vertical, DC, Planar, Intra18 and Intra34. 2) On the contrary, the CCCU possesses diverse directions, which can be more efficiently predicted by traditional HEVC intra modes than the newlyintroduced SC modes (IBC and PLT). Based on the above statistical analyses, we propose an efficient PU mode assignment method to eliminate the computational redundancy derived from unnecessary modes checking. In the proposed method, the candidate intra modes are adaptively assigned according to the type of current CU. The assignment criterion is given as,
where L is the set of candidate intra mode. Moreover, if a CU chooses the DC or Planar as the best intra mode, the region covered by the current block and its neighbors would be composed of homogeneous areas. For efficiently compressing homogeneous CU, the SCC intra encoder tends to utilize larger size CU to achieve less coding bits. It means that intra mode decision at large CU depth levels may be redundant under certain condition. If the unnecessary intra prediction mode decision at large size CU can be accurately terminated, the computational complexity of intra prediction will be significantly reduced. Therefore, we propose an early termination algorithm for intra mode decision (ETMD). The major idea is to utilize the coding information of the current block and its neighbors to determine whether the intra prediction mode decision at the next CU depth can be early terminated. The coding information contains the optimal intra prediction mode (denoted as P) and its corresponding RDC at current CU depth (denoted as R current ). The early termination condition is given as,    Depth current ≥ Depth neighbors R current < Th Mode P == DC||Planar (7) where Depth current is the depth of current CU, and Th Mode is set as the mean RDC of last 5 encoded CUs with the same CU depth level; Depth neighbors is the mean depth of 5 adjacent CUs including upper-left CU (UL-CU), upper CU (UP-CU), upper-right CU (RU-CU), left CU (LF-CU) and co-located CU (Col-CU). In addition, we statistically analyze the accuracy of ETMD, as shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the average accuracy of the proposed algorithm is from 95.05% to 99.62%, and the average accuracy for all sequences and four QPs is larger than 97%. In conclusion, the proposed efficient PU mode decision based on classification contains three stages including BPNN-based CU classification (BBCC), efficient PU mode assignment (EPMA) and early termination of mode decision (ETMD), as shown in Fig. 5 . Firstly, CUs are classified into two classes (SCCUs and CCCUs) by the BPNN-based classifier. At the second stage, the candidate intra modes are adaptively assigned according to the class of current CU. Lastly, the coding information of the current block and its neighbors is utilized to determine whether the intra prediction mode decision at the next CU depth level can be early terminated.
D. EFFICIENT CU SIZE DECISION BASED ON GLCM
According to the analyses in Section II, the CU depth distribution is effected by the texture complexity of video sequences. In order to more efficiently compress CUs with simple texture, the encoder intends to select lower CU depth level leading to less bits. It will lead meaningless computational complexity increase to perform intra prediction for CUs within homogeneous or flat areas. Therefore, we utilize GLCM to evaluate the texture complexity of CUs, and terminate the CU size decision of CUs with simple texture in advance.
GLCM is a statistical method to describe image texture complexity by using the spatial correlation characteristics [46] , which is wildly utilized in various fields such as image segmentation, remote sensing image analysis and moving target tracking, etc. For an analyzed image, the texture information is specified by the matrix of joint probability with two pixels separated by a distance of d along direction θ with gray level i and j. We suppose the current CU is a matrix (donated as R) with N x columns and N y rows, G is the corresponding GLCM. Then the value of matrix G in row i, column j can be calculated by (8) where # represents the number of elements in the set, (k, l) and (m, n) are the coordinates in the pixel matrix R, and
According to Fig. 6 . The GLCMs for four directions are calculated as follows:
where R(m, n) and R(k, l) are the gray values in the matrix R. Finally, the GLCM matrix G can be represented as (13) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where L is the gray level. In order to reduce the computational overhead, the L is set to 8. The luminance value range of the current CU is from 0 to 255, so each pixel need to be divided by 32. In this paper, the texture complexity of current CU is measured by the angular second moment (ASM) of GLCM, which is frequently-used and describes the uniformity of gray level distribution. The ASM of the current CU is defined as
where G(i, j, d, θ ) is the joint probability, d and L are same as value in Eq.(13). Specially, large ASM indicates that the grayscale distribution of the current CU is more uniform and it has high texture complexity. If the current CU has the same ASM value in four directions, then it is defined as a simple texture CU. In this way, the process of CU depth decision is early terminated for the simple texture CUs. In addition, the video content exhibits a high degree of spatiotemporal correlation, especially in videos with large resolution [20] . The texture complexity of the current CU and its spatiotemporal adjacent CUs (including upper-left CU, upper CU, upper-right CU, left CU and co-located CU) are highly similar. Therefore, we utilize the joint optimal depth (JOD) of all neighboring CUs to predict the optimal depth of the current CU, when the absolute difference between the ASM value of current CU and the joint ASM value of adjacent CUs is smaller than a threshold (denoted as Th Depth ). The joint ASM of adjacent CUs is defined as follows:
where n is the number of neighbors, and ASM i (θ ) is the ASM value of i th neighboring CU. k i is equal to 1, when i th neighbor is available. Moreover, β i is the weight factor which is used to measure the correlation between adjacent CUs and the current CU. In order to accurately determine the weight value β i of each adjacent CUs, we introduce a parameter online updating method [47] . In this way, β i is calculated based on Pearson's correlation coefficient (δ) of the ASM value correlation between current CU and adjacent CUs as,
where N is the number of available adjacent CUs. If the δ is large, it refers to that current CU and its neighbor have a similar ASM value and these two CUs are highly possible to have the same texture complexity. The Pearson's correlation coefficient is calculated by
where cov(·) indicates the covariance, σ indicates the standard deviation, A and B indicate the ASM value distributions of the current CU and its adjacent CU, respectively. To accurately evaluate the relationship between the current CU and its adjacent CUs, the correlation coefficients are online updated. The frame interval between updates is
set to 10 frames to balance the compression efficiency and encoding complexity. Similarly, the JOD is represented as,
where n, and k i are the same with values in Eq. (15) . D i is the optimal CU depth of i th neighboring CU. β i is calculated based on the depth correlation between the current CU and its adjacent CU i by Eq.16.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we firstly obtain the optimal threshold (Th Depth ) by studying the relationship between the threshold and encoding time saving, as well as the effect of the threshold on RD performance. Then, we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, including ECSD, EPMD and the overall algorithm. All experiments are conducted on SCM-8.3 under the common test conditions (CTC) of SCC [48] , and 12 standard sequences are tested under the all-intra configuration. Four QPs (22, 27, 32, and 37) are used. Furthermore, we compared the proposed efficient CU and PU decision method with eight state-ofthe-art algorithms ( [36] [37] [38] [39] , [41] [42] [43] [44] ) to further demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm. In particular, the RD performances of different algorithms are evaluated by BDPSNR and Bjøntegaard Delta Bit Rate (BDBR) [49] .
The encoding time saving is adopted to evaluate the computational complexity reduction of each algorithms, which is defined as
QP i ∈ {22, 27, 32, 37} j ∈ { [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , EPMD, ECSD, Overall},
where ETime 
A. OPTIMAL THRESHOLD DETERMINATION
In the proposed efficient intra coding method, the threshold Th Depth plays an important role in balancing the RD performance and computational complexity reduction. Apparently, smaller Th Depth can narrow the texture complexity difference between current CU and its neighboring CUs, and achieve higher prediction accuracy but leading to less computational complexity reduction. Therefore, extensive experiments are conducted to obtain an appropriate threshold which can maximize computational complexity reduction and minimize RD performance loss. Time savings and BDBR results for different thresholds (Th=Th Depth /10000) are presented in Fig. 7 . From Fig. 7 , it is clear that there is an exponential relationship between BDBR and the threshold, and BDBR will be not negligible when the threshold is more than 1.2. It means that more prediction errors are introduced in these cases. Specially, the BDBR increases by 1.36%, when Th = 1.2. Moreover, the encoding time saving linearly increases as the threshold increases. For the thresholds between 0.2 and 1.2, the encoding time can be reduced up to 49.33%. Thus, in order to maximize computational complexity reduction with negligible RD performance loss, 1.2 is selected as the most appropriate threshold.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED INDIVIDUAL ALGORITHM
This subsection evaluates the computational complexity reduction and RD performance of the proposed efficient SCC intra prediction algorithm, as shown in Table 6 . For different test sequences, EPMD reduces the encoding time from 23.45% to 39.40%, and the average encoding time saving is 29.76%. The BDBR of EPMD is from 0.26% to 1.38%, 0.56% on average. The BDPSNR between EPMD and original SCM is from −0.01 dB to −0.15 dB, −0.06 dB on average. It can be observed that EMPD can reduce more encoding complexity for the sequences containing large region nature content, such as EBURainFruits and Kimonol. That indicates that EPDM is more efficient for nature content sequences. The reason is that the RDC computations of newly-introduced SCC modes (IBC and PLT) are skipped in nature content by the EPDM strategy. When only ECSD is activated, the complexity reduction is from 27.62% to 56.42%, 36.48% on average. The BDBR of ECSD is from 0.31% to 1.60%, 0.78% on average. The BDPSNR between ECSD and original SCM is from −0.02dB to −0.17dB, −0.08dB on average. Meanwhile, we can also observe that ECSD can achieve more encoding time saving for test sequences with simple texture complexity (SlideShow and Programming). For CUs with simple texture complexity, RDC computations at nonoptimal CU depth levels can be early skipped or terminated by the ECSD strategy. Moreover, the BDBR and BDPSNR of VOLUME 6, 2018 individual algorithms demonstrate that the RD performance loss of them can be neglected. That means these two individual algorithms can efficiently reduce the encoding complexity while maintaining the same RD performance.
In addition, the proposed algorithm is the combination of EPMD and ECSD. The overall algorithm outperforms these two individual algorithms, in terms of encoding time saving. If the proposed efficient CU and PU decision algorithms are all activated, the average encoding time saving is 49.33% and the value of BDBR and BDPSNR is 1.36% and −0.13dB, respectively. Obviously, the proposed overall algorithm can achieve a significant encoding complexity reduction for all test sequences with the minimum of 39.42% on MissionControlClip3 and the maximum of 68.38% on SlideShow. In particular, more encoding complexity is reduced when the test sequences contain many natural content or simple screen content due to the CU size and PU mode decisions within these areas can be more efficiently simplified. On the contrary, when the test sequences contain complex screen content (such as FlyingGraphics and BasketballSreen), the complexity reduction of the proposed algorithm has a little decrease but also efficient. The reason are as follows: 1) for the CUs with much complex screen contents, the number of intra mode can be efficiently simplified from 37 to 6 by the EPDM strategy; 2) the CU decision at lower CU depth levels can be early skipped by the ECSD strategy. In terms of RD performance, the feeble BDBR increase and BDPSNR decrease demonstrate that the RD performance degradation of the proposed algorithm is negligible. To conclude, the proposed efficient CU and PU decision method achieve a good trade-off between coding complexity reduction and RD performance duo to the optimal threshold determination in Section IV-A. Fig. 8 shows the CU partitioning structure comparison between the proposed algorithm and the reference software. It is clear that CU partitioning of the proposed algorithm is nearly consistent with the SCM encoder. To further validate the RD performance, we draw their RD curves of the sequences with inferior RD performance in the proposed algorithm, as shown in Fig. 9 . The RD curves of EPMD, ECSD and the overall algorithm overlap with the RD curve of the original SCM. This indicates that the proposed algorithm maintains the same RD performance as original SCM encoder.
C. COMPARISON WITH EIGHT STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS
To further verify the advantages of the proposed efficient SCC intra prediction algorithm, we compare our algorithm with eight state-of-the-art algorithms, as shown in Table 7 . In the comparison, BDBR, BDPSNR and ET are used to evaluate different algorithms in terms of RD performance and encoding complexity reduction. Some references do not provide the BDPSNR, so we use ''-'' to represent the BDPSNR of them. Obviously, in the aspect of complexity reduction, the proposed algorithm obtains the best performance. Compared with the methods in [37] , [39] , [41] , [42] , and [43] , the proposed algorithm can achieve better performance in terms of complexity reduction and RD performance. The BDBR of algorithms in [36] and [44] are slightly smaller than the proposed algorithm. However, the complexity reduction of the proposed algorithm is much better than them. Compared with [36] and [44] , additional complexity reduction obtained by the proposed algorithm is 23.3% and 23.1%, respectively. In addition, the BDPSNR decrease of the proposed algorithm is the smallest which demonstrates that the proposed algorithm obtains the best subjective visual quality compared with other algorithms.
Another experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. In these experiments, the threshold is adjusted. To be specific, three additional thresholds 1.0, 1.4 and 1.6 are tested in addition to the threshold 1.2. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 10 . It should be noted the performance curve for the proposed algorithm are linearly fitted by four thresholds. It is obvious that the proposed algorithm obtains the best performance. To sum up, the above performance comparisons indicate that the proposed efficient CU and PU decision algorithm can obtain the state-of-the-art performance, and achieve a better trade-off between computational complexity reduction and RD performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fast CU and PU decision is proposed to reduce the computational complexity of SCC intra encoder. Firstly, VOLUME 6, 2018 a neural network-based CU classification model is designed to classify CUs into SCCUs and CCCUs. Then, in order to speed up the process of SCC intra mode decision, an efficient PU mode assignment method is proposed to eliminate the computational redundancy derived from unnecessary modes checking. In this way, the candidate intra modes are adaptively assigned according to the type of current CU. Furtherly, we utilize GLCM to evaluate the texture complexity of CUs, and terminate the process of CU size decision in advance. In addition, a weighted factor online updating method is introduced to cope with different characteristics of test sequences. In order to achieve a good trade-off between complexity reduction and RD performance, extensive experiments are conducted to select the optimal threshold. The experimental results show that in comparison with the original SCC reference software, the proposed algorithm can reduce 49.33% intra coding time with 1.36% BDBR increase and 0.13 dB BDPSNR decrease. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm outperforms eight state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of computational complexity reduction and RD performance.
